IRYMPLE SOUTH PS CAMPING PROGRAM

The following program is the current sequence of camps for Irymple South Primary School. Each camp will be reviewed at the conclusion of the camp and recommendations made for the next year. Any changes to the program will be approved by School Council.

PREP: Breakfast at school and performance visit

YEAR ONE: Tea at school and outdoor education day

YEAR TWO: Sleep-in at school in MPR and outdoor education day

YEAR THREE: Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement – Overnight visit

YEAR FOUR: Little Desert Nature Lodge Camp - 2 nights and 3 days

YEAR FIVE: Outdoor Education camp – one day and one night
Major excursion – two year cycle to Canberra and Ballarat

YEAR SIX: Outdoor Education camp – one day and one night
Major excursion – two year cycle to Canberra and Ballarat